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Statistical geometry of cavities in a metastable confined fluid
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2Chemical Engineering Department, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544
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The statistical geometry of cavities in a confined Lennard-Jones~LJ! fluid is investigated with the focus on
metastable states in the vicinity of the stability limit of the liquidlike state. For a given configuration of
molecules, a cavity is defined as a connected region where there is sufficient space to accommodate an
additional molecule. By means of grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations, we generated a series of equilib-
rium stable and metastable states along the adsorption-desorption isotherm of the LJ fluid in a slit-shaped pore
of ten molecular diameters in width. The geometrical parameters of the cavity distributions were studied by
Voronoi-Delaunay tessellation. We show that the cavity size distribution in liquidlike states, characterized by
different densities, can be approximated by a universal log-normal distribution function. The mean void
volume increases as the chemical potentialm and, correspondingly, the density decreases. The surface-to-
volume relation for individual cavities fulfills the three-dimensional scalingScav5gVcav

2/3 with the cavity shape
factor g58.32– 9.55. The self-similarity of cavities is observed over six orders of magnitude of the cavity
volumes. In the very vicinity of the stability limit,m→msl , large cavities are formed. These large cavities are
ramified with a fractal-like surface-to-volume relation,Scav}Vcav. Better statistics are needed to check if these
ramified cavities are similar to fragments of a spanning percolation cluster. At the limit of stability, the cavity
volume fluctuations are found to diverge as (^Vcav

2 &2^Vcav&
2)}@(m2msl)/kT#2gc with the exponentgc

'0.93. This exponent can be referred to as the cavity pseudocritical exponent, in analogy with the other
pseudocritical exponents characterizing the divergence of thermodynamic quantities at the spinodal point.

PACS number~s!: 61.20.Gy, 68.45.Da, 64.75.1g, 64.70.Fx
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of metastable states in fluids confined
narrow pores and associated spinodal transitions are we
tablished both experimentally and theoretically@1–3#. In par-
ticular, at subcritical conditions the pressures correspond
to the vapor-liquid~capillary condensation! and liquid-vapor
~capillary evaporation! transitions in a porous medium ma
differ, resulting in adsorption hysteresis. Reproducible h
teresis is well documented for adsorption and desorption
thermal cycles for a number of adsorbates on different n
ral minerals, soil particles, and synthetic adsorben
including well characterized porous glasses and mesopo
molecular sieves@1–5#. The hysteresis phenomenon is d
scribed by different theoretical models of adsorption, inclu
ing density functional theory, molecular dynamics, a
Monte Carlo~MC! simulations~e.g., @4–15#!. However, no
theoretical method is able to predict quantitatively the in
and upper boundaries of the hysteresis regime, which
related to the experimental stability limits of the correspon
ing metastable states. The most advanced canonical
semble density functional theory of adsorption hystere
@16# and matched MC simulations@17# agree well with ex-
perimental observations on mesoporous molecular sie
with pores wider than 5 nm and overestimate the width of
hysteresis loop in narrower pores. Such discrepancies
originate in the molecular mechanisms of cavitation in n
row pores and formation of nuclei, which are poorly und
stood.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electr
address: aneimark@triprinceton.org
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In this paper, we study the statistical geometry of int
molecular cavities in a confined Lennard-Jones~LJ! fluid
with the focus on metastable states in the vicinity of t
stability limit of the liquidlike state. This approach was qui
successful in studies of metastability and phase transition
the bulk, since valuable insight into the thermodynam
properties of model fluids was gained from studying the s
tistical geometry of cavity distributions@18–20#. In particu-
lar, for the hard sphere fluid@18,19# the thermodynamics can
be expressed entirely in terms of these geometrical qua
ties. For a given configuration ofN molecules in volumeV,
a cavity is defined as a connected region where there is
ficient space to accommodate an additional molecule.
idea of using intermolecular voids for thermodynamic ana
ses dates back to Boltzmann@21#, who calculated the secon
virial coefficient of the hard sphere gas from the surface-
volume ratio of the void space. Speedy@18# discussed the
geometry and thermodynamics of a hard sphere fluid
terms of exclusion volumes that lie within one diameter o
certain number of spheres. He derived an equation of s
for the hard sphere fluid written in terms of the volume a
surface area of the void space in the system. Speedy
Reiss theoretically predicted the number and size of cavi
in two- and three-dimensional hard sphere systems@19#.
Their estimates agree well with the results of molecular
namics simulation of a two-dimensional hard disk fluid@22#.
However, the authors concluded that their theoretical e
mates were not accurate enough to reproduce the equatio
state or to improve the understanding of the freezing tra
tion. A superheated bulk LJ liquid with constrains impos
to prevent cavitation was studied by Corti and Debened
@20,23#. The authors introduced a void constraint ensemb
ic
538 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 539STATISTICAL GEOMETRY OF CAVITIES IN A . . .
where limits were imposed on the maximum size of cavit
that were allowed to form. A statistical analysis of the vo
volume distribution was performed to determine when
constrains led to unphysical results. It was found that ther
a limit beyond which the constraints, if artificially sever
may have a significant effect on the equation of state.

We show that the geometrical analysis of molecular c
figurations in terms of intermolecular cavities can shed li
on the evolution of metastable states in a confined fluid
proaching the stability limit and also on the so-called pse
ocritical behavior of a confined fluid at the spinodal poi
Although the pseudocriticality at the spinodal of the bu
liquid-gas diagram has been considered earlier in detail~e.g.,
@24–26#!, no attempts have been made to apply this conc
to spontaneous capillary condensation and desorption tra
tions in mesopores.

We study metastable states and the associated spin
transitions for the condensation-desorption hysteresis c
of a LJ fluid in a slit-shaped pore of ten molecular diamet
in width. The fluid-fluid and fluid-solid parameters were ch
sen to model nitrogen sorption in carbon nanopores at
nitrogen boiling temperature of 77 K. Equilibrium stat
along the adsorption-desorption isotherm are generated u
the grand canonical Monte Carlo~GCMC! technique. The
statistical properties of cavity size and shape distributions
investigated using the algorithm developed recently by S
try and co-workers@27–29# for the exact calculation of void
connectivity, volume, and surface area in dense sphere p
ings.

II. SIMULATIONS

A. GCMC simulations of capillary condensation
and desorption in a slit-shaped pore

We performed GCMC simulations of adsorption and d
sorption of the Lennard-Jones fluid in slit-shaped pores.
parameters of fluid-fluid and solid-fluid interactions we
chosen to model sorption of nitrogen at its boiling tempe
ture ~77.4 K! in carbon nanopores, which is a typical an
experimentally well studied system@3#. LJ parameterss f f
53.6154 Å ande f f /k5101.5 K were used for nitrogen. Th
potential was cut off at 5s f f and not shifted. These param
eters provide the best fit to table data on the vapor-liq
equilibrium of bulk nitrogen, as calculated with the equati
of Johnson, Zollweg, and Gubbins@30#. The nitrogen boiling
temperature 77.4 K corresponds to 0.762e f f /k. The solid-
liquid interactions were described by the 10-4-3 adsorpt
potential of Steele with parameters corresponding to
nitrogen-graphite interaction:ss f53.494 Å, es f /k
553.22 K, D53.4 Å @31#. The simulations were performe
in a pore of 10s in diameter. The pore width was measur
between the centers of the carbon atoms in the outer laye
the graphite wall. The basic simulation cell was square in
plane parallel to the walls and had a size of 10s f f310s f f .
Periodic boundary conditions were imposed.

By varying the chemical potentialm, we traced the equi-
librium states along the adsorption-desorption isotherm~Fig.
1!. At each chemical potential the fluid was equilibrated
63106 configurations and then statistics were collected o
93106 configurations. According to the equation of Johns
et al. @30#, for the LJ fluid with 5s cutoff, the bulk liquid-
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vapor coexistence point at the temperatureT50.762e/k cor-
responds to the chemical potentialm0529.35e. At these
conditions of bulk saturation, the confined fluid forms ni
pronounced dense adsorbed layers~Fig. 2, curve 1!.

Reducing the chemical potential, we generated equi
rium liquidlike states along the desorption branch until t
system achieved a limit of stability and underwent a spino
transition associated with the spontaneous desorp
~evaporation! of fluid and the formation of an equilibrium
adsorption film on the pore walls. The spontaneous des

FIG. 1. ~a! Adsorption isotherm of Lennard-Jones nitrogen in
carbon slitlike pore of 10s f f width atT50.762e/k; ~b! detail of the
hysteresis region displaying the location of vapor-liquid equilibriu
in the bulk systemm0 and the poreme , and spontaneous capillar
condensation (ms f) and capillary evaporation (msl) transitions.

FIG. 2. Density distributions in the condensed fluid:~1! at bulk
saturation conditions,m529.35e; ~2! close to the spinodal transi
tion in the metastable liquidlike state on the desorption branchm
5210.44e; ~3! in a stable film on the desorption branch,m5
210.5e.
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540 PRE 62VISHNYAKOV, DEBENEDETTI, AND NEIMARK
tion transition was observed atmsl5210.44e. For m5
210.44e, we performed four independent simulation ru
starting from different liquid phase configurations. In eve
one of these simulation runs the system reached an equ
rium liquidlike state, remained in this state for several m
lions of trial insertions and deletions, and then experience
rapid transition to a stable filmlike state. The longest sim
lation of the confined liquid atm5210.44e consisted of
1.23107 trial insertions. The density profiles for the met
stable liquidlike and stable filmlike states atm5210.44e are
presented in Fig. 2, curves 2 and 3, in comparison with
density profile at the saturation conditions, curve 1. Sligh
above the estimated spinodal point atm5210.42e, the sys-
tem remained in a liquidlike state for 93107 simulation
steps and showed no tendency to transform into a low d
sity state. Slightly below the estimated spinodal point atm
5210.50e, the system transformed sharply~within the first
23106 trial insertions! from the initial liquidlike state to a
stable filmlike state, where it remained during additiona
3106 simulation steps. Transitions from stable filmlik
states to metastable liquidlike states were not observed
expected.

The adsorption branch was simulated starting from
smallest vapor pressures detectable in the adsorption ex
ments. These states are presented on an expanded sc
Fig. 1~b!. We observed the formation of an adsorbed mo
layer atm'2(15– 11)e and then the growth of a multilaye
film. The film configuration became unstable atms f'
29.75e, where the system exhibited another spinodal tr
sition associated with the spontaneous condensation and
mation of a liquidlike state of capillary condensed fluid.

The point of equilibrium capillary condensation transitio
has been estimated by the thermodynamic integra
method of Peterson and Gubbins@32#. The chemical poten-
tial of condensed fluid–adsorbed film–vapor coexiste
was estimated asme5210.02e, exhibiting a substantial shif
from the bulk liquid–vapor coexistence pointm0529.35e.
Thus, the liquidlike states of a condensed fluid along
desorption branch of the isotherm are thermodynamic
stable atme,m,m0 , and metastable atmsl,m,me ~Fig.
1!. Correspondingly, the filmlike states of an adsorbed fl
along the adsorption branch of the isotherm are stable am
,me and metastable atme,m,ms f . It is worth noting that
every one of these states is an equilibrium state.

The observed hysteresis behavior of the capill
condensation-desorption isotherms is typical for most n
oporous materials@3#. For nitrogen sorption at 77.4 K, th
capillary condensation hysteresis has been experimen
documented for various materials with pores in the ran
4–200 nm@1,3–5#, including porous carbon@33,34#. A dis-
cussion of the hysteretic nature of capillary condensa
phenomena is beyond the scope of this paper. In the foll
ing parts we focus on the metastable liquidlike states al
the desorption branch of the isotherm, specifically on
evolution of the molecular geometry of a confined liquid
the vicinity of the spinodal transition atm→msl .

B. Statistical geometry of the confined fluid

When considering the microscopic structure of a fluid,
usually deal with descriptions involving the centers of m
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ecules. The mutual distribution of molecules is usually ch
acterized in terms of correlation functions of different ord
@35#. Additional information on the molecular geometry ca
be obtained from an analysis of intermolecular cavities@18–
23#. We have studied the cavity distribution in liquidlik
states along the desorption branch of the capillary conde
tion isotherm generated by GCMC in the range of chemi
potentials from saturation to the spinodal desorption po
To analyze the void geometry in a given configuration o
tained by the GCMC simulation, the simulation cell is d
vided into occupied and void regions. The occupied region
composed of exclusion spheres built around each molec
center. A two-dimensional sketch describing the definition
intermolecular voids is presented in Fig. 3. The radius of
exclusion sphere is chosen from the condition that the pr
ability of insertion of an additional molecule, the center
which lies within the exclusion sphere, is vanishingly sma
For the hard sphere fluid, the radius of the exclusion volu
equals the molecular diameter. For the LJ fluid, the radius
the exclusion sphere was set equal tos f f . The void region is
composed of disconnected cavities. By definition, two poi
belong to the same cavity if there exists a continuous pat
the void region connecting these points. In Fig. 4 we pres
a snapshot of a typical cavity observed in our simulatio
The cavities have an irregular shape and are characterize

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional sketch showing occupied space~in
gray! and void region~in white! composed of disconnected cavitie

FIG. 4. Snapshot of a cavity in the confined fluid. Gray sphe
show exclusion spheres.
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PRE 62 541STATISTICAL GEOMETRY OF CAVITIES IN A . . .
their volume and surface area. As the fluid density decrea
the void density and accordingly the number and dimensi
of cavities increase.

The cavity analysis was performed by a technique
cently introduced by Sastryet al. @27# to study dense spher
packings. The method, which allows the exact calculation
void connectivity and cavity volume and surface distrib
tions, is based on the Voronoi-Delaunay tessellation app
to the configuration of molecular centers generated by
GCMC simulation. The tessellation was performed using
algorithm of Tanemura, Ogawa, and Ogita@36#. This tech-
nique was designed for systems periodic in all three dim
sions. The confined system under consideration here is fi
in the direction normal to the pore walls. In order to app
the algorithm to the confined fluid, a close-packed layer
ghost fluid molecules located on the same plane as the o
layer of solid molecules was added to the system. The a
tion of this layer prevents finding unphysical cavities ‘‘pe
etrating’’ the pore walls. Since in both liquidlike and film
states the first layer of adsorbed molecules has the densi
a packed monolayer~see Fig. 2!, the introduction of the layer
of dummy molecules does not influence configurations of
actual intermolecular cavities in the fluid. Because
Voronoi-Delaunay tessellation is computationally intensi
the cavity analysis was performed for molecular configu
tions obtained every 104 GCMC steps. Thus, statistics on th
cavities was collected over 900 configurations for each s
point.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Self-similarity of cavity distributions

The total void volume, the number of cavities, and t
distributions of cavity volumes and surface areas were
culated in 11 liquidlike states on the desorption branch of
isotherm. The number of cavities detected and the total v
volume in the system increase monotonically as the chem
potential decreases, and with it the fluid density~Fig. 5!. No
qualitative changes were observed at the equilibrium tra
tion m5me . Also, there seems to be no qualitative diffe
ence in the cavity volume and surface area distributions
tween the stable (me,m,m0) and metastable states (msl
,m,me). Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show number distributions

FIG. 5. Dependence of the total void volume in the syste
related to the volume of the simulation box, on the chemical pot
tial of the fluid.
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of cavity volumes and surface areas@f n(Vcav) and f n(Scav),
respectively# for three different values of chemical potenti
on the stable and methastable parts of the desorption bra
The number distributions are not normalize
f n(Vcav)dVcav @ f n(Scav)dScav# gives the number of cavities
with volumes @surface areas# ranging from Vcav to Vcav
1dV @from Scav to Scav1dS#. All number distributions are
close in shape to the log-normal distribution and shift gra
ally to larger volumes and surface areas upon decreasing
chemical potential and density@Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!#. Shifting
the number distributions by the mean logarithm of the cav
volume and dividing by the average number of cavities
each system, we obtain normalized probability distributio
of cavity volumesf p(Vcav), shown in Fig. 6~c!. The number

,
-

FIG. 6. ~a! Number distributions of cavity volumes for thre
different liquid states on the stable and metastable parts of the
sorption isotherm~see text, Sec. III A!; ~b! the same for cavity
surface areas;~c! probability distribution of cavity volumes for
seven different liquid states on the desorption isotherm.
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542 PRE 62VISHNYAKOV, DEBENEDETTI, AND NEIMARK
distributions of cavity volumes are essentially similar for
states along the liquid branch and can be approximated
the Gaussian functionf p(Vcav)5(2/pw2)1/2exp@22 ln(Vcav

2 /
w2)# with the dispersionw close to 2.07.

This result is different from recent observations of Sh
and Debenedetti@37#, who obtained a bimodal distribution o
cavity volumes in superheated bulk liquids with one pe
representing the interstitial cavities, which were essenti
similar in the stable and metastable states, and the other
corresponding to larger cavities. These larger cavities~ca.
100s3 in volume at the top of the free energy maximum
8.2% superheating! tended to appear as the system overca
the free energy barrier to nucleation. In our simulations o
confined fluid voids of this size were not observed.

B. Appearance of large cavities in the vicinity
of the spinodal transition

To reveal relatively large cavities, which might represe
nuclei of the vapor phase in the confined liquid, we ha
plotted the distribution of the void volume contributed by t
cavities of certain size to the total void space in the sys
~Fig. 7!. This cavity volume distribution function is related t
the number distribution function shown in Fig. 6~a!:
f v(Vcav)5Vcavf n(Vcav). For the stable and metastable liqui
like states the volume distribution is unimodal. However,
the system approaches the spinodal pointm→msl , a second
maximum appears. The second maximum correspond
cavities with volumes up to severals3. These cavities are
much larger than the average cavities yet much smaller
those observed in bulk metastable systems.

C. Pseudocritical behavior at the spinodal point

In a bulk system, density fluctuations~which are propor-
tional to isothermal compressibility! increase in the meta
stable region. Such fluctuations are predicted to diverg
the spinodal in the limit of systems with infinitely long-rang
attractions. This mean-field behavior is referred to as pse
ocritical @24#. We have examined fluctuations of the cav
volume. The dependence of the mean square volume de
tion on the chemical potential is presented in Fig. 8~a!. It is
clear that the fluctuations of the cavity volume appear
diverge as the spinodal point is approached. In the confi
system considered here we cannot expect to observe a
divergence since the correlation length is limited by the p
size. Neglecting finite size effects, we have estimated

FIG. 7. Cavity volume distributions form5210.4e and m5
210.44e, close to the spontaneous capillary evaporation transit
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spinodal point assuming that dependence of the fluctua
of the cavity volume has the form

log10~^Vcav
2 &2^Vcav&

2!52gc log10S m2msl

kT D1b, ~1!

wheremsl , gc , andb were treated as adjustable paramete
Figure 8~b! shows that the correlation~1! is satisfied with
reasonable accuracy. For the chemical potential corresp
ing to the desorption spinodal point at a given temperatu
we have obtainedmsl5210.45e, which almost coincides
with the chemical potentialm5210.44e at which spontane-
ous capillary evaporation has been observed in GCMC si
lations. Estimation of the parametergc yielded the value
gc'0.93. Thus, at the limit of stability, the cavity volum
fluctuations are found to diverge as (^Vcav

2 &2^Vcav&
2)}@(m

2msl)/kT#2gc with the exponentgc'0.93. This exponent
can be referred to as the cavity pseudocritical expon
analogous to the other pseudocritical exponents charact
ing divergence of the thermodynamic quantities at the me
field spinodal. The cavity pseudocritical exponent is e
pected to be related to the pseudocritical expon
characterizing divergence of compressibility at the limit
thermodynamic stability,m→msl .

D. Surface-to-volume scaling relation for cavities

The shape of the cavities in a confined system is of s
cial interest. Classical nucleation theory assumes a sphe

n.

FIG. 8. ~a! Dependence of the mean square deviation of
volume of individual cavities from the average on the chemi
potential.~b! The same in double-log scale. Line shows the fit
Eq. ~1!.
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PRE 62 543STATISTICAL GEOMETRY OF CAVITIES IN A . . .
shape for the nucleus. However, a recent study of liqu
vapor nucleation in a bulk fluid showed ramified nonsphe
cal cavities@37#. As density decreases, these cavities c
lesce and form a large system-spanning cavity, growing
the free energy barrier is overcome. In our study of a fl
confined in a pore of 10 molecular diameters in width,
observed mostly relatively small interstitial cavities. T
shape of cavities can be analyzed by comparing their
umes and surface areas. For nonfractal three-dimensiona
jects, the surface area scales with the volume asScav

5gVcav
2/3 . The shape factorg reflects the surface-to-volum

ratio for an object of unit volume; for spheresg54.83, for
cubic cavitiesg56.0, for tetrahedrag57.20. For mass frac
tals such as ramified aggregates, the surface area and vo
are expected to be proportional,Scav}Vcav, or Scav/Vcav
'const. In general, the surface-to-volume scaling implie
power law dependence:

Scav5gVcav
2a/3 or log10~Scav!5~2a/3!log10~Vcav!1 log10g.

~2!

The parametera equals 1 for three-dimensional objec
and 3

2 for mass fractals, while intermediate values are ch
acteristic for surface fractals. In order to check the surfa
to-volume scaling, we plotted the relation between the ca
surface area and volume in double logarithmic coordinate
two forms: Scav versus Vcav

2/3 @Figs. 9~a! and 9~c!# and
Vcav/Scav versusVcav @Figs. 9~b! and 9~d!#. As a typical ex-
ample, in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! we present data collected in
metastable state atm5210.40e. The slope of the plot is
close to 1 in Fig. 9~a! and to 1

3 in Fig. 9~b!. This regression
holds over more than six decades of cavity surface area
a correlation coefficient of 0.995. Similar scaling was fou
for all liquidlike states on the desorption branch, independ
of the chemical potential of the fluid. This shows that t
shape of cavities of different sizes is self-similar; cavities
three-dimensional objects and do not display fractal prop
ties. The cavity shape factorg varied from 8.32 to 9.55 de

FIG. 9. Dependence of the cavity surface area on the ca
volume atm5210.40e ~a,b! and atm5210.44e ~c,d!. Only cavi-
ties larger than 1026s3 are shown.
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pending on the chemical potential. That is, the surface
volume ratio for the interstitial cavities, one of which
shown in Fig. 4, is higher than that for tetrahedra.

In Figs. 9~c! and 9~d! we present data collected in th
immediate vicinity of the spinodal (ms f5210.44e). In the
coordinatesScav versusVcav

2/3 @Fig. 9~c!#, we observe behavio
as in other liquidlike states, which implies that the caviti
on average obey three-dimensional~3D! scaling with a linear
relationship between their surface area and volume to
power 2

3. However, in the representationVcav/Scav versus
Vcav @Fig. 9~d!# another type of cavities is revealed. Whi
the vast majority of points lie along the line with slope1

3, a
relatively small group of cavities forms a cloud of points th
deviate from 3D scaling. This group includes the relative
large cavities revealed in Fig. 7. Their surface area is s
stantially larger~by about one order of magnitude! than the
surface area of most of the cavities of the same volum
These cavities are probably considerably more ramified.
statistics is insufficient to draw definitive conclusions rega
ing their geometry. Based on the plot in Fig. 9~d! we can
assume that for the ramified cavities the surface area
roughly proportional to the volume. This points toward
fractal-like shape of the ramified cavities, which appear
the vicinity of the spinodal transition. Further studies a
required to confirm whether the ramified cavities are sim
to fragments of a spanning percolation cluster.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Phase transitions in confined fluids, such as capillary c
densation and desorption, are characterized by equilibr
stable and metastable states that give rise to the experim
tally observable hysteresis phenomena and spinodal tra
tions. Confined fluid behavior in the vicinity of the spinod
point ~the limit of thermodynamic stability! has been inves-
tigated by means of GCMC simulations of LJ fluid sorptio
in nanopores and subsequent Voronoi-Delaunay tessella
analysis of the statistical geometry of intermolecular caviti
We have shown that the cavity size distributions in liquidli
states, characterized by different densities, can be appr
mated by a universal log-normal distribution function abo
the mean void volume, which increases as the density
creases. The surface-to-volume relation for individual ca
ties fulfills the three-dimensional scalingScav5gVcav

2/3 over
six orders of cavity volume. In the immediate vicinity of th
spinodal point, as the chemical potentialm approaches the
stability limit msl , large cavities are formed, which are ram
fied, with a fractal-like surface-to-volume relationScav

}Vcav. Better statistics is needed to check whether or
these ramified cavities are similar to fragments of a spann
percolation cluster. As the system approaches the stab
limit m→msl , the cavity volume fluctuations are found t
diverge as (̂Vcav

2 &2^Vcav&
2)}@(m2msl)/kT#2gc with the

exponentgc'0.93. This exponent can be referred to as
cavity pseudocritical exponent in analogy to the other pse
ocritical exponents introduced to characterize the diverge
of thermodynamic quantities at the spinodal.
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